FOREIGN RED WINES
CABERNET SAUVIGNON – ALTURIS – FRIULI VENEZIA
The gentle grassy scent and the youth tones of raspberry fruit changes
into the more elegant violet notes combined with a vinous feature of a
wine aged in oak. The taste is dry, full and generous. 	

DOLCETTO D’ALBA – VILLADORIA – PIEMONTE
In the mouth it is grapey and dry, with a slightly bitter aftertaste as is
characteristic of this variety. Its freshness and aroma-flavour balance
make it an easy to drink, pleasant wine.

BAROLO – VILLADORIA – PIEMONTE
Intense bouquet, reminiscent of violets and dry roses, alcohol-soaked
cherries, vanilla, tobacco, truffles and pepper. The taste is full, robust,
austere but velvety and harmonious

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO SUPERIORE - FARINA VENETO

37.5cl

75cl
€ 17.50

€ 14.50

Sangiovese grapes with small additions of Merlot and Cabernet
Sauvignon, have given this wine of great structure an intense ruby red
colour. The stay in oak barrels and in the bottle for a short period has
favored the development of a vinous, fine and characteristic scent
of violets with slight hints of wood and a round, warm flavour, with an
excellent enveloping and persistent body.

ROSSO DI MONTALCINO – TRAMBUSTI – TOSCANA
It is appreciated for its intense ruby red colour with slight garnet
reflections, an intense and persistent aroma with hints of oak and for its
austere but elegant taste; strong personality.

ABRUZZO - MONTEPULCIANO D’ABBRUZZO
This wine shows a purple colour with a clear garnet edge. The nose has
full scent, black plums, subtle earth and well-integrated oak. On the
palate is displays fresh plums, nicely balanced by food-friendly acidity
and soft tannins.

PRIMITIVO DEL SALENTO 12E MEZZO – VARVAGLIONE –
PUGLIA

€ 43.50

€ 16.50

The bouquet is vinous, with fruit notes- cherry and exotic fruit. Well
balanced and velvety smooth on the palate due to its elegant and
sweet tannins

NERO D’AVOLA – DONNAFUGATA SEDARA – SICILY
Ruby red, Sedàra offers a fruity bouquet with scents of blackberries and
blueberries combined with a light spicy note of black pepper. The palate
displays good structure with suave tannins and pleasant freshness. A
soft red, versatile for food pairing, perfect for every day.

SAINT EMILION BARTON & GUESTIER - FRANCE
Intense ruby red colour. Fruit driven nose, with intense plum and
blackberry aromas. Well balanced wine, with velvety tannins, and a long
fruity finish.

COTE DU RHONE - BARTON & GUESTIER - FRANCE
Cherry red colour. Rich and complex nose (morello cherry, spice,
tobacco). Concentrated wine, well-structured with spicy and black fruit
flavours

CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE - BARTON & GUESTIER - FRANCE
A nicely balanced, food - friendly wine from France’s Southern Rhone.
With its spice and pepper tinged fruit notes of ripe cherries and berries,
its a safe pick to accompany an electric holiday meal.

Aroma intense black fruits aromas such as black and blue berries
with a touch of tobacco and red bell pepper and black pepper.
Palate Mild, ripe tannins. Well balanced with a pleasant and middle
acidity.

MALBEC – TAPIZ – ARGENTINA

€ 16.50

Purplish red colour. Aromas of red fruit, plums and cherries. The oak
contributes with delicate hints of vanilla and chocolate. The palate is
fruity and intense, with good volume.

SHIRAZ - FOOT OF AFRICA - WESTERN CAPE SOUTH
AFRICA

75cl

€ 12.00

€ 18.00

€ 22.50

€ 16.50

€ 18.50

€ 17.50

Bouquet of sweet plums and black cherries, Full-bodied wine with
upfront sweet, ripe red fruit, black pepper, and cloves. Spicy oak
flavours that linger on the aftertaste

€ 30.50

€ 17.50

€ 17.50

SHIRAZ-MERLOT - CURRABRIDGE - SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The nose has hints of plum and raspberry fruits with slight vanillin
oak notes. A flavoursome palate with savoury stewed plum and
blackcurrant flavours and soft tannins which merge well into a
lingering oak finish.

CHIANTI CLASSICO - ANTINORI PEPPOLI
Pèppoli is ruby red in colour. intensely fruity notes of cherries and
red currants dominate on the nose along with integrated hints
of violets and a light touch of toasted oak. The palate, fresh and
savoury with supple tannins, shows a finish and aftertaste which
recall the sensations first felt on the nose.

€ 18.50

€ 25.00

MALTESE SPARKLING
WINES
€ 17.50

This wine represents all the energy and liveliness of Puglia, light, cheerful,
fruity and very tasty. intense ruby colour, aromas of black cherry and
blueberry, with a touch of spices and licorice. In the mouth it is soft and
powerful, with round tannins and well integrated with the structure of
the wine.

SYRAH –CANTINE CELLARO - SICILIA

Deep cherry red in colour on the nose this wine displays aromas of
candied fruits, cocoa and oak. Rounded, savoury, well balanced and
complex on the palate, with great harmony and a long finish.

CARMENERE SANTA EMA - CHILE

This wine has an elegant ruby red colour and its intense smell has fruity
nuances of ripe plums, cherries jam and a touch of cocoa. Also it is
slightly aromatic with a finish of vanilla. Good in texture, this wine is soft
and rich in mature tannins. 	

PRIMITIVO - FICHI D’ INDIA PRIMITIVO ANTINORI, PUGLIA ITALY

Dark cherry colour with a violet-purple rim. Highly aromatic, with
aromas of stewed red fruit, hints of burnt chocolate, black pepper
and smoky oak. On the palate the attack is fresh, fruity with oak
tannins present without overwhelming the fruit. It has moderate
acidity with a long, pleasant finish.

RIOJA RESERVA– PAGOS DEL REY – SPAIN

Fruity scents, with hints of morello cherry and ripe raspberry, red fruits
and sweet almond. Dry but velvety and well balanced taste with an
underlying taste of stewed fruit, slightly roasted and enveloping.

CHIANTI CLASSICO – TRAMBUSTI – TOSCANA

TEMPRANILLO – MARQUÉS DE RISCAL – SPAIN

37.5cl

GIRGENTINA FRIZZANTE BRUT, IGT MALTESE ISLANDS
This crisp, refreshing, dry semi-sparkling wine entices with a creamy
mouthful of fizz and delicate white fruit.

GELLEWZA FRIZZANTE ROSÉ DEMI-SEC, IGT MALTESE
ISLANDS

€ 14.50

€ 21.50

€ 29.50

€ 39.50

€ 14.00

This delicious semi-sparkling, medium-dry wine is bursting with a
delicate strawberry bouquet followed by a steady stream of fizz.

FOREIGN SPARKLING
WINES
PROSECCO EXTRA DRY - GUERRIERI RIZZARDI VENETO
Refined and subtle Glera, notes of icing sugar sprinkled over
pressed lemon, and a forward fruity style. On the palate flattering
of smoothness with a good balance of refreshing crispiness and
pure, precise of orchard fruit.

MARTINI ROYALE ROSE
Martini Spritz Rosato is the latest sensation of the famous Italian
brand. A new, surprising, refreshing and elegant

€ 17.50

€ 14.00

€ 18.50

€ 19.50

FOREIGN SWEET WINES
CASELLA MOSCATO D’ASTI LE FRONDE FONTANAFREDDA - PIEDMONT, ITALY 	

€ 18.50

Fine perlage and persistent foam , with a bouquet rich in aromatic
orange blossom, peach and apricot scents. Its natural vivacity
makes it pleasantly sweet and fresh in the mouth

BRACHETTO – VILLADORIA – PIEMONTE
Notes of musk, orange flowers, sage and honey on the nose. The
straw-yellow wine has a pleasantly sweet taste that is very wellbalanced and features honey and just-picked grapes.
		

€ 18.50

WINE LIST

maltese WHITE wines

37.5cl

€ 13.00

CLASSIC COLLECTION, CAVALLI - SAUVIGNON BLANC
This crisp and aromatic dry white wine is herbaceous and made in a
delicious refreshing style.

€ 14.00

PJAZZA REGINA WHITE, IGT MALTESE ISLANDS
This is an easy drinking, fruity white wine. This year’s cuvee is a
refreshing white blend, which is prettily scented of peaches and
mimosa. It is a seductive white with chiffony layers and texture but a
confident sunny core.

MEDINA CHARDONNAY GIRGENTINA, DOK MALTA
This unoaked, light and crisp dry wine allures with subtle flowery
scents and refreshing flavours of green apple, characteristic of
Girgentina’s delicateness and prized regional expression.

€ 9.00

It entices with a crisp, delightfully fruity palate of ripe citrus flavours,
and a savoury and almost creamy finish. It is a delightful regional
expression of this Mediterranean blend.

This lush, full-bodied and soft Malta grown Chardonnay is endowed
with ripe exotic fruit and subtle hints of pineapple. This award-winning
Grand Vin de Hauteville Chardonnay is oak aged. Described in WINE
magazine as: “This Chardonnay introduces itself with an aromatic,
spicy nose that follows through on the palate, which also shows full
extract and acidity. An individual wine with a decidedly different
taste.”

€ 15.00

€ 15.00

MEDINA VERMENTINO ZIBIBBO, DOK MALTA, SUPERIOR

GRAND VIN DE HAUTEVILLE CHARDONNAY, DOK MALTA

75cl

37.5cl
SANCERRE - BARTON & GUESTIER
Fresh and aromatic nose dominated by pineapple and grapefruit
aromas and mineral hints. Full-bodied and well-balanced on the
palate, with a good acidity and a lively aftertaste.

VERDEJO RUEDA - MARQUES DE RISCAL - SPAIN
Bright yellow-straw colour, to the nose aromatic intensity, tropical
fruits and notes of fennel with fresh grass. The palate is refreshing,
with slight bitter finish, typical with variety resulting of a fresh and
balanced wine.

BLUE NUN AUTHENTIC WHITE
Impresses by its pleasant aromas of rose petals and passion fruits
with a long smooth finish on the palate. Rivaner is the leading grape
variety of the German wine region Franconia. The shape of the “DI
WANG” bottle is traditionally dedicated to the superior wines of this
region.

SAUVIGNON BLANC VINA CARMEN CHILE

€ 12.00

€ 21.00

This wine is well-structured, with good natural acidity; it is lively and
vibrant in the mouth, with a very prolonged and lingering finish and a
clear mineral edge.

TORRONTES – TAPIZ – ARGENTINA
Aromas of citrus fruits such as lime and floral blend of jasmine, rose
and orange blossom. In the mouth it is fresh and persistent. Elegant
and balanced. Long finish.

CHENIN BLANC - FOOT OF AFRICA - SOUTH AFRICA

€ 24.00

ISIS CHARDONNAY-DOK MALTA
fresh, complex bouquet of grapefruit and other exotic white fruits
with gentle floral notes; and a well-structured, citrus taste with a long,
pleasantly acidic, aftertaste.

Rich tropical, lime and guava aromas show on the nose and
are complemented by a long, full, crisp aftertaste. This wine is
easy drinking with a good balance of Chenin Blanc flavours that
complements various dishes.

CHARDONNAY - CURRABRIDGE - AUSTRALIA
Green apple and pear aromas with upfront tropical fruit dominating
the palate with some lingering white peach flavours. The mouthfeel is
crisp and fresh, with a lingering finish.

FOREIGN WHITE WINES

SAUVIGNON BLANC - FOGGY RIVER - MARLBOROUGH
NEW ZEALAND

€ 28.50

RIESLING - HUGEL & FILS - ALSACE - FRANCE
Pale green colour, the bouquet is lively, crispy, clean, aromatic with
hints of green apples, lemongrass, ginger, white peach, blackcurrant
as an authentic expressive young Riesling. The palate is dry and fresh,
vivacious, deep and persistence lingering finish.

€ 28.50

Alert pale green colour with hints of pale - yellow hue, sophisticated
nose which generously releases a sense of freshness, fruity and floral
spontaneity with delicate hints of Muscat, white peach, lemon balm,
cherry blossom, lychee and pear. The palate it exudes harmony and
balance, present a full and delicious flavour filled with charm and
sophistication.

GAVI DI GAVI – VILLADORIA – PIEMONTE
It is pleasantly crisp in the mouth thanks to a balanced acidity and
good structure. Its mineral finish is characteristic of its terroir.

PINOT GRIGIO – DOGARINA – VENETO
A delightful bouquet of acacia flowers and green apple with a
minerality and savouriness that is carried throughout the palate.

FALANGHINA - TENUTA CAVALIER PEPE – CAMPANIA  	
Offers a rich and intense aroma of fruit with hints of apple, pineapple,
quince and pear. It is fresh and clean in the mouth with excellent
acidity, good structure and a floral finish.

GRECO DI TUFO – TENUTA CAVALIER PEPE -CAMPANIA
Pale-medium gold reflections with a rich and powerfully aromatic nose
of apricot, apple, peach and citrus fruits. On the palate it is full bodied,
soft and well balanced with excellent acidity. It improves with age

PECORINO -MARCHESI DE CORDANO – ABRUZZO
An intense and complex wine that is presented recalling fresh exotic
fruit and yellow flowers. Rightly full-bodied and persistent, it does not
lose freshness and drinkability.

CHABLIS – ROUX PERE ET FILS – FRANCE
Very fresh aromas reminiscent of citrus (lemon or grapefruit); small
pleasant touches of fern or coriander are found as well. On the
palate, dry and fruity, with mineral notes.

Anthilia has a straw yellow colour. The nose presents a fresh and
fruity bouquet with notes of white-fleshed fruits (peach) combined
with scents of aromatic herbs. On the palate we find the evident
fruity note again, refreshed by agreeable sapidity. It finishes with good
persistence.

SPAIN WINES – MUREDA ORGANIC CHARDONNAY (VEGAN)

€ 12.50

€ 19.50

Citrus and apricot aromas are basic. This feels dilute but fresh.
Peppery, slightly bitter and stalky white-fruit flavors finish similarly.

MALVASIA, GRILLO - CORVO GLICINE - SICILIY
Pale yellow with greenish highlights. Fruity and fragrant with a delicate
aromatic note. Light, fresh, lively and pleasant.

€ 17.50
€ 21.50

Rose Wines

€ 29.50

MUREDA ORGANIC GRENACHE ROSE (VEGAN)

€ 17.50

MEDINA GRENACHE CABERNET ROSÉ, IGT MALTESE
ISLANDS

€ 18.50

€ 29.50

€ 9.00

€ 15.00

€ 16.00

ROSE D’ANJOU - CHATELAIN DESJACQUES - LOIRE,
FRANCE
Hints of wild strawberries and gingerbread on the nose. Fresh,
delicate and velvety on the tongue with notes of strawberry,
raspberry and sweet spices.

€ 17.50

DUSTY CREEK ZINFANDEL ROSE

€ 16.50

Bright salmon pink colour and fresh nose of raspberry and strawberry.
On the palate juicy, yet elegant and refreshingly sparkling. Aromas
of strawberry, watermelon and a touch of mint, the perfect summer
wine.

€ 17.50

€ 17.50

maltese RED WINES
€ 15.00

MEDINA CABERNET FRANC, DOK MALTA, SUPERIOR
This unoaked, elegant dry wine is full bodied, and true to the variety’s
appealing regional attractiveness.

€ 18.50

MEDINA GELLEWZA, IGT MALTESE ISLANDS

€ 17.50

Sun-kissed Gellewza grapes from bush-trained, native old vines have
been crafted into this vibrant, medium-bodied, dry garnet red wine
with delicate aromas of candy and violets and a taste of plum and
cherry fruit, with supple tannins and, above all, an intriguing hallmark
of liquorish, characteristic of Gellewza.

MEDINA SYRAH, DOK MALTA, SUPERIOR

€ 19.90

The balminess and Maltese sunshine that bless Delicata’s familyrun vineyards shine through in the wine’s intense plum and mulberry
flavours. Made from hand-picked Syrah bunches, this unoaked and
fruit-packed ruby-red dry wine is medium to full bodied. It has a
smooth finish, and shows real regional character.

GRAND VIN DE HAUTEVILLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON, DOK
MALTA, SUPERIOR

€ 14.50

€ 16.50

€ 15.00

€ 9.00

€ 15.00

€ 12.00

€ 21.00

This gold medal winning full-bodied and robust Malta grown Cabernet
Sauvignon with a proven track record offers true classical varietal
character derived from selected hand picked grapes. Described in
WINE magazine as “A sweet, fruity nose, flows into a simple palate
filled with light black fruits”.

MELQART, CABERNET SAUVIGNON & MERLOT,
DOK MALTA

€ 32.00

an aroma of ripe berry fruits with spiced notes; and a rich, blackberry
flavour with silky tannins and a long finish.

CLASSIC COLLECTION, CARISSIMI - CABERNET
SAUVIGNON

€ 13.00

This unoaked, medium-bodied red wine has a firm palate filled out
with ample flavours of cassis and red berries, typical for Cabernet
Sauvignon.

This unoaked, medium-bodied red wine is wonderfully mellow and
layered with fruity flavours of dark berries and plum, typical for
Merlot.

PJAZZA REGINA RED, IGT MALTESE ISLANDS

€ 19.50

75cl
€ 14.50

The subtle hue and aromas of watermelon and strawberry introduce
the senses to this wine. Melon, peach and strawberry juice explodes
on the palate with hints of minerality, vibrant acidity, and a long
mouth-watering finish.

CLASSIC COLLECTION, MARENZIO - MERLOT

€ 19.50

37.5cl

This delicious slightly spicy rosé tastes of strawberries and fresh red
summer fruits, and shows real regional character.

Intense and alive with a myriad of flavours dominated by gooseberry,
passionfruit, fresh citrus, melon and herbaceous aromas. The
wine has an enticing palate with a juicy flavour profile, purity and
concentration, finishing crisp and clean with an interwoven thread of
acidity.

CATARRATTO - DONNAFUGATA ANTHILIA - SICILY

GEWURZTRAMINER - HUGEL & FILS - ALSACE - FRANCE

75cl

This is a soft, mellow red wine with a smooth finish. This year’s cuvee
is an easy drinking, medium bodied red blend. It is fresh around the
edges, with luscious flavours of dark cherries and a tang of spice and
new leather.

€ 13.00

€ 14.00

